CAS Authentication

To have the survey capture students’ directory ID before the take the survey, you have to enable the CAS Authentication in the survey flow.

1. Navigate to the survey you are working on. In the survey edit view, click the “Survey Flow” button.
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2. At the bottom of the survey flow, click the button that says “Add a New Element Here”

3. You will then need to select “Authenticator”
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4. Change the Authentication Type to SSO. Then simply copy all of the information presented below in the blue box.
5. Then you must repeat Step 2, and in Step 3 select “Embedded Data” instead of “Authenticator.”
6. Then copy the information as presented in the green box below.
7. Make sure the Embedded Data box is presented as it is below – that is, indented as part of the Authenticator (i.e., upon successful Authentication, store the Directory ID information; otherwise it won’t capture this information!)
8. Finally, you must move the Authentication box to above the Survey Item boxes – You definitely want them to authenticate as UMD-affiliates before taking the survey.
CAS Authentication

**Branch on Successful Authentication**

**Authentication Type:** SSO

- Associate Respondent With Panel

- Capture respondent identifying info

  - DirectoryID
  - username

**SSO Type:** CAS

- Hostname: `login.umd.edu`
- Port: `443`
- URI: `cas`

- Test CAS Connection

*This SSO type may not function properly with Preview Survey.*

---

**Set Embedded Data:**

**DirectoryID**

- Value will be set from Panel or URL

- Set a Value Now

---

*stamp-assessment@umd.edu*